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INTRODUCTION 

 
Nursing may be a care profession that focuses on the 
care of people and their families to assist them get over 
unwellness and maintain best health and quality of life. 
Nurses area unit distinct from different care suppliers as 
they need a large scope of observe and approach to 
medical aid. They play AN integral role in promoting 
health, preventing wellness, and caring for all people, 
as well as those that area unit disabled or area unit 
physically or unsound. 

 
Nursing may be a care profession, that focuses caring 
for people and their families so as to assist them get 
over unwellness and maintain best quality of life. 
Nursing science may be a basic science that deals with 
the multiple aspects of nursing such as: nurse patient  
interaction, nursing theories, models, and 
methodologies. 

 
Nursing and care science area unit in an elaborate way 
joined as each contend with the action of best patient 
health care sciences area unit thorough subjects, that 
embrace studies in an exceedingly kind of disciplines 
like, physiatrist, physiatrics, and health social science. 
Care science encompasses a large vary of skills right 
from tissue analysis to medical illustration; but, it's 
commonly divided into 3 broad categories: life sciences, 
physiological sciences, and clinical engineering and 
physical sciences. 
 
ROLE 

 
They are accountable for the continued care of sick 
people and wish to assess their health standing and 
facilitate them throughout the method to recovery. The 
role of a nurse could embrace to Promote health and 
forestall unwellness, Care for the disabled and 
physically/unsound folks, Engage in care teaching, 
Participate within the provision of care aboard different 
team members. 

 
 
Supervise coaching and education of nurses Assist in 
care analysis Nurses advocate for the most effective 
interests of the patients the least bit times and target 
holistic health that encompasses the physical, social, 
emotional, and religious desires of the patient. 
 
WORK PLACE 

 
The majority of nurses adds a hospital surroundings 
and supply medical aid to patients with diseases during 
this surroundings. However, there are a unit varied 
different attainable workplaces of a nurse, as well as 
residential care homes, in-home care services, 
governmental services, military, schools, and analysis 
facilities. 

 
The physical demands of the geographical point area 
unit vital, and nurses area unit at risk of back injuries 
because of the requirement to elevate and move 
objects or patients round the geographical point to boot, 
nurses area unit in danger of infection or un-wellness 
because of exposure to bacterium, viruses, and 
dangerous medication or substances within the work 
surroundings. 

 
To reduce this risk, acceptable cleansing and safety tips 

ought to be followed. Medication management and 

administration area unit a part of most hospital nursing 

roles, however, prescribing authority varies between 

jurisdictions. In several areas, registered nurses 

administer and manage medication prescribed by an 

expert with full prescribing authority like a RN or medical 

man. As nurses area unit accountable for evaluating 

patients throughout their care-as well as before and 

once medication administration-changes to medications 

area unit typically created through a cooperative effort 

between the prescriber and therefore the nurse. No 

matter the prescriber, nurses area unit wrongfully 

accountable for the medication they administer. 



 
 
 
 
 
There could also be legal implications once there's 
miscalculation in an exceedingly prescription, and 
therefore the nurse may well be expected to own noted 
and rumored the error. With-in us nurses have the 
correct to refuse any medication administration that they 
consider to be doubtless harmful to the patient. The 
authority for the observe of nursing is predicated upon a 
agreement that delineates skilled rights and 
responsibilities in addition as mechanisms for public 
responsibleness. In the majority countries, nursing 
observe is outlined and ruled by law, and entrance to 
the profession is regulated at the national or state level. 

 

The aim of the nursing community worldwide is for its 
professionals to confirm quality look after all, whereas 
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maintaining their credentials, code of ethics, standards, 
and competencies, and continued their education. 
There area unit variety of instructional methods to 
changing into an expert nurse, that vary greatly 
worldwide; all involve in depth study of nursing theory 
and observe in addition as coaching in clinical skills. 
Nurses look after people of all ages and cultural 
backgrounds UN agency area unit healthy and sick in 
an exceedingly holistic manner supported the  
individual's physical, emotional, psychological, 
intellectual, social, and religious desires. The profession 
combine natural philosophy, scientific discipline, nursing 
theory, and technology in caring for those people. 


